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Adults - parents &
Non-high school
followers

Head Coach &
Assistant Coaches

Players &
Managers

Student Body, Pep
Club, Pep Band

Members of cheer
squad and mascot

FANS

TEAM COACHES

TEAM PLAYERS

CHEERING SECTION

CHEERLEADERS

Judge's Letter Code:_________

4

Good
4

3

Enthusiasm level varies;
Attentiveness varies;
Limited attempts made to
squelch negative fan
behavior by starting a
cheer.

Average
3

0

4

3

3

0

0

-2

-2

Players on court show
Players on bench show
Multiple disrespectful behaviors
isolated disrespectful
isolated disrespectful
or gestures shown in frustration
behavior or gestures toward behavior or gestures toward toward coaches, opponents, or
coaches, opponents, or
coaches, opponents, or
officials by player(s) in game or
officials.
officials.
on bench.

TOTAL POINTS

3

0

-1

Note: Underline observed behaviors above and/or
write observed behaviors and comments on the back.

All cheers and actions
Multiple negative reactions by Multiple negative reactions by
A few spontaneous
positive and for their team, not negative reactions but short a few, booing, gesturing, but many, booing, gesturing, use of
negative directed toward
short lived; Otherwise
profanity toward game officials
lived; Otherwise positive
opponent; Follows
positive support of both
or opponents during game;
support of both teams and
cheerleader's chants and
teams and game officials.
Many fans participate in
game officials.
cheers; Follows Rule 52.
No Support shown.
negative behavior; Frequent
Rule 52 violations.

4

All positive leadership
Mostly positive leadership
Several behaviors of negative Multiple behaviors of negative
Isolated behavior of
throughout entire game shown shown to players and officials; negative leadership shown
leadership shown;
leadership shown; Constantly
toward players and officials
Minimal questioning of calls
Questioned official calls
toward a player, other
questioned official calls;
regardless of score; Players
done in respectful manner;
many times; Negative
coaches or official in
Frustration shown toward
given positive encouragment
players given positive
demonstrative behavior
frustration.
players or officials; Ignores
throughout entire game;
encouragment thoughout
shown; Violates coaching box coaching box rule by being out
Respect shown following game
most of game.
rule.
on floor.
& during awards.

5

4

Most actions positive;
Respectful attitude shown
throughout game toward
opponent players, game
officials and their coaches
regardless of score.

5

All actions positive; Respectful
attitude & behavior shown
throughout warmup, intro,
during & following game & at
awards toward opponent
players, game officials and their
coaches regardless of score.

-2

Multiple times yelling, waving
arms, booing, gesturing, using
artificial noisemakers, taunting
or distracting opponent during
game or free throws; Turn
backs during intro; Newspapers
during intro; Shout over
National Anthem; Frequent
Rule 52 violations.

Unacceptable
-2

Isolated negative reaction;
Multiple negative reaction by
Low energy level; Visiting vs.
one or more cheerleaders;
cheering; Not leading cheers Jewelry worn; On floor during
during game or full T.O.;
30 sec T.O.; Standing inside
Students lead chants more
free throw lane extended;
than cheerleaders.
Yelling or gesturing during free
throw; Violates Rule 52.

Poor
0

School:

All cheers & actions positive &
Few positive cheers; Pep
Isolated times yelling,
Mostly positive cheers;
for their team not against
band or student body lead
waving, booing, gesturing,
Student body leads some
opponents; Follows
majority of cheers vs.
taunting or distracting
cheers vs. following
cheerleader's chants & cheers; cheerleaders but positive, not
following cheerleaders; opponent during game or free
Follows Rule 52; Quiet during
Isolated artificial
throws; Loudest chants are
negative toward opponent;
free throws; Pep bands
noisemaker or negative
against opponent vs
Loudest cheers support own
alternate & don't use
behavior by individuals but
supporting own team.
team not against the
instruments during game;
stopped by administrator.
No support shown.
opponent.
Visible administrator presence.

5

Excellent
5

KSHSAA Judge's Ballot for Sportsmanship Award

Most actions are positive;
All actions are positive; Leads
Enthusiasm is shown during
fan chants and cheers in
majority of game;
positive tone; Constant efforts
Occasionally follow student
made to squelch negative fan
body lead in cheers; Efforts
behavior by starting a positive
made to squelch negative fan
cheer; Standing at attention
& student behavior by starting
during free throws; Active
cheering during entire game & a cheer; No noise during free
throws.
all T.O. regardless of score.

Game Time:___________ Date:__________

JUDGE'S COMMENTS

Sportsmanship Categories to Evaluate
1) Respect for the Flag and National Anthem
(hats removed, no talking, never change lyrics or yell mascot at the end).
2) Respect for opponent
3) Observance and appropriate enforcement of Citizenship / Sportsmanship Rule 52.
4) Technical fouls for unsportsmanlike conduct will result in the deduction of 10 points per technical foul
from the TOTAL sportsmanship score by the sportsmanship chair.
5) Celebrations on the playing surface during or immediately after the game will result in the deduction
of 15 points per occurrence from the TOTAL sportsmanship score by the sportsmanship chair.

Sportsmanship Judge's Additional Comments:

CHEERLEADERS:

CHEERING SECTION:

TEAM PLAYERS:

TEAM COACHES:

FANS:

General:

